**PALAX Motti bag-packing stand**

For making firewood right in the bag!
By packing the firewood in bags in connection with the processing the time required for drying is noticeably reduced because the air can circulate more freely.
Packing in bags makes handling of the firewood easier and increases the productivity.

The new low-cost Palax Motti bag-packing stand is suitable for both the 0,8 m x 1,2 m EURO-pallet and the 1,0 m x 1,2 m FIN-pallets as well as for one-trip pallets of the same size such as, for example, fertilizer pallets.

The structure of the stand is light yet sturdy. It is hot-galvanized all over! The weight of the stand is 25 kg.

A FIN-bag can take about 1,3 bulk cubic metres and a EURO-bag can take about 1,1 bulk cubic metres.

Storing the bags is also easy because 2 bags can be stacked one on top of the other to reduce the required space by half.

The bags are made of UV-protected polypropylene so they can withstand the UV-radiation from the sun without becoming brittle; the bags can also be reused several times.

Thanks to the stand’s ingenious spring-loaded locking device, mounting the bag on the stand is easy even in windy weather and the bag stays firmly in place.
The Palax Motti bag-packing stand is easy to use

Two optional ways to position the bag

Option 1
1. Place the pallet under the conveyor of the firewood processor. Position the stand onto the pallet and lift the detachable front wall into place.
2. Position the bag inside the stand with its vertical seam approximately under the spring-loaded lock and turn the reinforced upper rim of the bag orderly behind the brackets at the upper part of the stand, keeping the reinforced upper rim tight.
3. Place the reinforced upper rim also under the other spring-loaded lock so as to fasten the bag firmly to the stand.
4. Contract the lower rim of the bag by pulling out the string at the opposite side of the vertical seam by appr. 0.5 m and make a slipknot.
5. Place a few pieces of firewood in the corners of the bag to bring it into an erect position conforming to the shape of the pallet.

Option 2 is the best way if the pallets are intact
Suits fine to FIN-pallets 100 x 120 cm in size as well as to one-way pallets or EURO-pallets 80 x 120 cm in size. The bag stays well in position even if it is windy and its filling using the firewood processor can be started immediately.

1. Position the lower rim of the bag at a distance of 3-5 cm below the edges of the pallet.
2. If the bag is hanging loosely over the edges, tighten the string slightly and make a knot.
3. Place the stand onto the pallet.
4. Position the reinforced upper rim of the bag under one of the spring-loaded locks and turn the reinforced upper rim of the bag orderly behind the brackets at the upper part of the stand, keeping the reinforced upper rim tight.

Filling the bag
1. Fill the bag up to its upper rim and level the firewood evenly.
2. Open the locking devices and release the upper rim from behind the brackets, tighten the string at the opposite side of the vertical seam and make a slipknot.
3. Remove the detachable front-wall of the stand, bend the sidewalls slightly to the side and remove the entire stand from the pallet. Move the full pallet away using a loader or equivalent.
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